
Spanish for You! Verb Dice Game:
Number of Players: 2 or more
Materials: one die per group, index cards
Instructions:
• Put players in pairs or groups of 3.
• Choose 6 infinitive verbs you have learned so far.  Assign each verb a 

number on the die.  
• For example: leer = 1, jugar = 2, patinar = 3, escribir = 4, hacer = 5, 

ponerse = 6.     Write these on the board.
• *You can also choose less verbs and do something like this:

• 1 = free point, 2 = cenar, 3 = pagar, 4 = comer, 5 = andar, 6 = extra turn
• Write on several index cards vocabulary that can go with the verbs.

• For example: el libro, el trineo, la nieve, sobre el hielo, rápido, las botas, 
el chocolate caliente. This creates your first draw pile.

• Write on several index cards possible sentence subjects.
• For example: yo, tú, él, ella, usted, nosotros, José, María, vosotros, ellos, 

ellas, etc. This creates your second draw pile.
• Make your 2 piles the same number of cards if possible.
• Place 2 draw piles face down on table.
• When it is a player’s turn, she chooses one card from each draw pile.  She 

then chooses a verb to use to make a sentence.  
• For example:  Player chooses “yo” and “la nieve”.  So, player decides to 

use the verb jugar.  Player makes the sentence: Yo juego en la nieve.
• Player can say and/or write her sentence.
• If player’s sentence is correct (meaning she conjugated her verb 

correctly), then she receives a point. To check correctness, the partner 
can look in the Spanish for You! book.

• Player then rolls the die. If the number for her verb comes up, she gets 
another point.  If not, she receives no extra point.

• Choose a certain number of points to play to.
• Player who reaches that number of points first wins.
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